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La construction de Voronoi modifiée du domaine d’acceptation de l’espace
perpendiculaire d’un cristal apériodique, due à Olamy et Alexander, permet de construire de
manière systématique des pavages quasi-cristallins denses, c’est-à-dire formés de cercles (à
d 2) ou de sphères (à d 3) au contact. Nous comparons les résultats de cette méthode
(densité et propriétés d’inflation), appliquée au cas d’un pavage bidimensionnel, à ceux de la
méthode d’Henley. La densité atteinte est plus grande. En outre, notre pavage met en évidence
de manière particulièrement claire une « ossature » très dense entourée d’une « mer » de cercles
moins bien empaquetés. Nous pensons que cet effet de « frustration » est typique des systèmes
localement désordonnés. Les distorsions localisées du type « phason » et les autres excitations
locales affectent d’abord la « mer » et pourraient bien être reliés aux propriétés anormales de
transport des systèmes désordonnés, soit dans l’état surfondu (phasons), soit aux basses
températures où les systèmes à deux niveaux jouent un rôle (phasons et autres excitations

Résumé.
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locales).
and Alexander for the
is possible to build in a
systematic way a dense aperiodic tiling, i.e. made of circles (in d 2) or of sphere (in
d 3) which are in contact. We compare the results of this method (density and inflation
properties) employed for a d 2 tiling to those of Henley’s method. We reach a higher density.
Furthermore, our tiling shows quite clearly a very dense « backbone » surrounded by a « sea » of
less well packed circles. We believe that this « frustration » effect is typical of locally disordered
systems. Localized phason strains and other local excitations primarily affect the « sea », and
might be related to typical anomalous transport properties of disordered systems, either in the
supercooled state (phasons) or at low temperatures where two-level systems are acting (phasons
and other local excitations).
Abstract.
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1. Introduction.

It is

trivial remark that atomic dense packing is a fundamental property of condensed
perspective, some effort has been recently devoted to the search of the densest
aperiodic (quasi-crystalline) packings [1, 2, 3] with pentagonal (for two-dimensional tilings)
a

matter. In this
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and icosahedral (for three dimensional tilings) symmetry. This paper is a contribution to the
subject. We shall first discuss Henley’s 2-d tiling [1], and then construct another 2-d dense
tiling by employing the method of Olamy and Alexander [3] which will be recalled in this
introduction. Both tilings will be characterized by their inflation properties. Our tiling is ca.
3 % denser than Henley’s and according to us, shows some specific structural features of the
highest interest for the understanding of the nature of frustration and of local atomic
movements.in disordered systems.
It is well known that an arrangement of 13 equal spheres according to the center and the
vertices of a regular icosahedron is the densest possible local arrangement of equal spheres
[4] ; although the relationship between this statement and the real atomic structure of quasicrystals is far from being clear, it is true indeed that the specific density of quasi-crystals is
quite high, if it is compared to any theoretical prediction using reasonable decoration
procedures of the quasi-crystalline tiling, and Goldsmit radii of atoms. Another reason which
makes the search for icosahedral quasi-crystalline dense packings important is the fact that the
(meta) stability of amorphous metals is believed to be due to the great stability of local
icosahedral packings, which do not extend crystallographically through space and are at the
origin of disorder. The stability of the tetrahedrally closed packed Frank and Kasper phases,
which have translational symmetry, and of the orientationaly correlated quasi-crystalline
phases should have similar origins. Since icosahedral quasi-crystalline phases are, amongst all
these phases, those where, by definition, icosahedral packing is best preserved through all
space, it is of a great conceptual interest to understand the structural properties of such
phases, when they are the densest possible. A first (and easier) step is to consider the related
problem of pentagonal symmetry in two dimensions.
In fact, this problem has been attacked in a quite systematic way in reference [3], where it is
shown that dense packings are obtained when the « acceptance domain » is a Voronoï cell of
some quasi-crystal in perpendicular space. Let us recall that the standard construction of a
quasi-crystal is obtained as the projection of some section V of a periodic hyperlattice in a
high dimension space [5, 6] (D 6 for the d 3 icosahedral case, D 5 for the
d 2 pentagonal case) onto a physical space Li of dimension d. The acceptance domain is the
set of all the projections on Ll of the lattice points which project on Lj). The direct product
Ll x Lp is the space of dimension D. In the case of quasi-crystals the acceptance domain is
densely and uniformly filled and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of
the acceptance domain and the vertices of the hyperlattice section V which is projected on
=

=

=

=

LI.
The elements of the demonstration of Olamy and Alexander go as follows. Consider one
point A of the hyperlattice, chosen as the origin and belonging to V. The construction of V
proceeds from the foregoing discussion. This point projects in Lp on a point An and in
Ll on a point A-L Assume that we impose on the minimal distance between points of the
tiling not to be smaller than some distance A (measured of course in the physical space
LI) which is not yet fixed. Therefore all the points B of the hyperlattice which belong to a
hypercylinder based on a (d - 1) sphere C of radius A centered at AI, and whose generators
are parallel to Ll , are forbidden, and do not belong to V, since they project inside C. Now
consider the quasi-lattice Ql made of the projections of the B’s on Ll ; the points
Bl of this quasi-lattice do not belong to V because of the condition of minimal distance,
of
except A1 which is at the origin of this quasi-lattice. The nearest neighbours
does not belong to
A, define vectors A_L
any pair of points C 1cI such
A_L
the acceptance domain, since the corresponding projection in LI, viz Ci and Cf, would then
be at a distance smaller than A from one another. By an easy generalization, this is true of any
vector ci
whose projections on the various A -L Bl , are equal or larger than
The

Bi

Bl ;

ci

Cl ci

=

Bl

I A1 Bil.

,
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Wigner-Seitz cell (or Voronoï cell) constructed on the Bi ’s of A1 defines a domain whose
pairs of points obey the opposite inequality, i.e., whose projections on the A-L B’L directions
are smaller than the various lengths
JA-L Bl I. The corresponding projections in Lp of these
pairs of points, viz CIJCÎ, have lengths longer than the lengths 1 At Bi 1. Choose A to be the
smallest of theA)) B) I then all the projections clcf carry valid pairs of points of the
aperiodic crystal in Lui , and the Voronoï cell defined above is the largest convex connected set
of points building an acceptance domain for the problem at hand. From this construction it
,

also appears that :
for a given quasi-lattice Qi (A), these is not only one type of Voronoï cell, but at least a
limited number ; each of them surrounds one of the various types of vertices of this quasilattice. One of these Voronoï cells has the largest area, and is the required acceptance
domain. It corresponds to some minimal A ;
when A varies, the hypercylinder based on C scales sections of the hyperlattice which
project onto different quasi-lattice Ql (A) which differ by an inflation transformation [3, 7].
Therefore all the dense packings are related to one another by inflation ;
largest acceptance domains can be obtained if one drops the requirement of convexity
for the acceptance domain. Various proposals have been made by Olamy and Alexander [3],
and by Henley [1].
-

-

-

The application of this method to 2-d Penrose patterns is the subject of this article. Let us
recall that a 2-d Penrose tiling is obtained by the projection on a 2-d plane perpendicular to
the five fold axis (11111) of a strip domain of a simple hypercubic lattice in 5-d. The closure of
the acceptance domain is the projection in the 3-d Ll space of a unit cell of the cubic lattice,
i.e. is made of 4 or 5 disconnected planar sections of a full rhombic icosahedron,
perpendicular to the (11111) axis and to LU. The number of sections depends on the position
of the strip along the (11111) axis [7], and each of them contains the projections of a set of
vertices M of the hypercube, with coordinates ko, kl, k2, k3, k4 (in the cubic reference axes)
4

such that

K ki

=

OM.

(11111 ) is

a

constant for each section. Therefore all the vertices

o

projecting in the

same section belong to a 4-d space perpendicular to the 5-fold axis of the unit
cube in 5-d space. The case when K takes only 4 values (K 0, 1, 2, 3 say) corresponds to the
usual Penrose tiling (Fig. la) which can be tiled with two kinds of arrowed rhombi (Fig. lb), a
=

a) A finite area in usual Penrose tiling ; the figures attached to each vertex indicate the value
Fig. 1.
of K carried by this vertex. b) The two rhombi T and t of the usual Penrose tiling.
-
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thick T and a thin t. We have the generalized Penrose tiling when K takes a fifth value, and in
such a case we need 4 tiles with arrows [8], two thick ones T and T’ and two thin ones, t and
t’. But in both cases the ratio of the frequency of the thick ones over the frequency of the thin
ones is the same and equal to [T + T’]l [t + t‘ ]
-r, which is the golden ratio (1 +
Let us notice that there is an easy way to obtain a packing fraction as high as desired, and
indeed converging towards the theoretical limit of the triangular lattice, by the following
procedure, which we learnt independently from Peyrière and from one of the referees of this
paper. Decorate independently all the tiles T and t of the standard Penrose lattice with a
triangular lattice of sufficiently small parameter a, and remove from the new points those
which are possibly too close to the edges of the T’s and t’s. This procedure results in an
aperiodical structure with 5-fold symmetry (if the independent decorations of the tiles are
conveniently chosen). However, although this result, which is easily extended to the 3dimensional case, seems to bring a better solution than ours to the problem we have in mind,
the consideration of such a tiling is of rather poor physical interest, for at least two reasons :

/5-)/2.

=

a) the local symmetry is hexagonal and not pentagonal ; it becomes pentagonal only at
higher scales, starting with the scale of the tiles, a result which goes in the direction opposite
to that which our intuition of frustrated phenomena would suggest ; for the same reason,
there is no local growth mechanism which could give rise to a global structure with 5-fold
symmetry ;

b) the resulting structure contains line defects along the edges of the tiles ; in a 3dimensional aperiodical crystal these defects would be « walls » or « twins ». This picture of a
dense quasicrystal is not very realistic ; furthermore such defects would relax to point defects
(in the 2-d case) or line defects (in the 3-d case) in order to reduce their extent. This process
would either increase the hexagonal order along the « walls », if this hexagonal order is truly
the local equilibrium order, (and consequently the aperiodicity would be somewhat altered)
or, in the hypothesis that local 5-fold order is favoured, would help to establish this order, but
the necessary molecular motions would be made difficult by this high density, which proves
therefore to be unrealistic.
2.

Henley’s tiling.

The packing fraction of equal circles centered at all the vertices
tiling with rhombi is equal to :

where C

length),

=

and in contact in the Penrose

r - 1 a is the length of the small diagonal of the thin rhombi (a being the edge

and A

=

T -1 AT +

1/2 the
T - 2 At = 2: a2 ’T - 2 s(very small) packing

average

area.

fraction by removing
has noticed that we can double this
of the vertices of the thin rhombi in order to allow for a packing with circles of radius
al2. In the case of the usual Penrose tiling (the only situation he has contemplated), this
method amounts to removing the so-called K and Q vertices (de Bruijn’s notation [5], see
Fig. 2) from the tiling. One gets

Henley [1]

one

tiling can now be described with three shapes, a centered star £, a diamond 4 and a
hexagon H (see Fig. 3a) which are composed of 5 T (for 2),3 T + 1 t (d), and 2 t + 1 T(H),
respectively. The matching rules of the usual tiling extend easily (see Fig. 3a and 3b) but, as
The
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Fig.

2.

-

K and

Q vertices.

Fig. 3.
a) Star 1:, diamond à and hexagon H are the fundamental shapes in Henley’s dense tiling. b)
Henley’s dense tiling ; notice that the overall symmetry is decagonal, and not pentagonal (stars 1: exist
-

with the two

polarizations).
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shall see, these matching rules are no longer forcing rules (as they are for the Penrose
tilings with rhombi [5, 9]). Also note that the stars take any of the 10 orientations carried by a
regular pentagon and its inverse, so that the overall symmetry is decagonal ; this is the
symmetry of the T-phase, which is observed in the high resolution electron microscopy
pictures of some Al-Mn quasi-crystalline alloys [10].
An interesting question which arises with Henley’s tiling is whether this tiling is still selfwe

similar in the sense in which the Penrose tiling with two rhombi is. The rules of deflation have
been established by de Bruijn in this case (see his Figs. 16 and 17, Ref. [5]). Applying them to
the shapes H, 2 and 4 (which contain virtual rhombi), we find that the deflation of the star is
not unique, but that each of its constituting thick rhombi can be deflated either to a
(T - 2 smaller in area) rhombus pertaining to a new star 2’, plus thin rhombi pertaining to
hexagons H’ of the new generation, or to rhombi pertaining to a new diamond
2l’, the choice depending on the nature of the neighbourhood (see Fig. 4). Call z
(0 z 1 ) the frequency of rhombi which are deflated to parts of stars, 1 - z the frequency
of rhombi deflated to parts of diamonds ; it is possible to construct a transfer matrix of the
type introduced for fractals (TMF, see Ref. [11]) which describes this process

and whose

Fig.

4.

-

meaning

Deflation of

is

as

follows :

Henley’s

dense

a

star Z is deflated

tiling.

Notice that there

to

z

stars .

are two

ways to deflate the stars X.
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(3 - T)(1 - z )

diamonds L1’,

and 5 (TT+2
+ 21)

H’,
g
hexagons

where

T

is the relative

thick rhombus, 1 the relative area of a thin rhombus, 3 r + 1 the relative
T + 2 the relative area of an hexagon. We can therefore write :

and

area

of

a

area

of

a

diamond,

similarly

where [l:], [H] and [A] are the relative frequencies of the corresponding shapes. The use of
TMFs in the study of the inflationary rules of self-similar tilings has been recently developed
by Gefen et al. [12]. As in their paper we interpret the components of the right eigenvector
1 k 1 &#x3E; of M (we use the bra-ket convention) corresponding to the largest positive eigenvalue,
Ai, as the frequencies of the various shapes for the infinite tiling

According to the Perron-Frobenius theorem,
be taken positive. The largest eigenvalue
which is 2, through the formula :
can

all these components are of the same sign, i. e.
should yield the dimensionality of the tiling,

where r is the ratio of the linear sizes in the inflation process, i.e. r
.A= T 2. Furthermore, as proven in reference [11], the components of the left
( À 111 are proportional to the areas of the shapes

=

It is

easily

hand, [Z ]3 ,

T.

Hence

eigenvector

checked that equation (7) is identically obeyed by M for À 1 = T 2. On the other
[,A]. and [H]oo are the relative frequencies of de Bruijn’s vertices S, K and Q, viz

(1) :
.

Writing M jk 1 &#x3E;

The other two

(1)

=

r ’lk 1 &#x3E;

we

eigenvalues

get 3 equations which reduce trivially

have the values

We thank A. Pavlovitch for the

(1)

computation

of

A2 and k3.

to

only

one, and

yield :
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concerning these results in the light of (Ref. [11]) :
i) The building process of Henley’s tiling is entirely deterministic, of course, and it is much
surprising at first sight that the corresponding TMF does not have integer or rational entries.
This must be understood as resulting from the fact that the stars do behave in different ways
We would like to make

a

few remarks

under deflation, and that the matrix we have constructed counts areas, not a number of
shapes. One of us (M. Kléman) has derived with Pavlovitch a matrix which counts the shapes
of Henley’s tiling. Apart from the necessary appearance of the irrational z, all the entries are
rational. However the tiling is genuinely self-similar, since it possesses an acceptance domain
obtained by removing the parts relative to K’s and Q’s from de Bruijn’s acceptance domain.
Also note that there must be some average distance between similar stars, which is of the
where L is the mean distance between stars
order of
=

L,
z

1/2

This average distance can also be interpreted as a correlation length of the tiling.
ii) Since k3 is negative, any linear property associated with finite domains oscillates with
the iteration of the deflation.
iii) As in reference [12], M could be interpreted as a random matrix, with z being a
probability ; note that probabilities could also be introduced for the thick rhombi of A’s and
H’s. However, if z is a probability and the deflation process is run without care, the shapes
would be cut into isolated pieces in the resulting tiling ; it seems therefore clear that the
constraint of conserving whole shapes forces a deterministic process.
3. A two-dimensional

aperiodic

dense

tiling

with self-similar

properties.

We construct the acceptance domain as indicated in the introduction, according to the rules of
reference [3]. We take the origin of the quasi-crystal in Ll space at the origin of the
hypercubic lattice. Any vertex {?m} of integer coordinates (Po, Pl’ ..., p4) projects in a 2K
£Pi The
plane perpendicular to the five fold axis (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and cutting it
....

m - B/5.

.

acceptance domain is made of sections of the planes K 0 (which contains the origin) and
K = - 1, + 1. It is not necessary to consider other planes which would introduce too large
distances between pairs of points in the acceptance domain, and therefore too small distances
between vertices in Lj. If vl, v2 represent two perpendicular unit vectors in any of these planes
(vl along the projection of the unit vector (10000) on this set of planes K), the projection of
{P m} reads :
=

We also

have, for the projection

on

Li :

where ui is a unit length vector along Prl (10000). It is of course easy to obtain the minimal
vectors in each set K and their length u (on Ljj ) and v (on Ll ) from these expressions. They
are given in table I ; other minimal vectors are obtained by circular permutation.
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Table I.

-

Minimal vectors

of the acceptance

domain.

We have in fact constructed two kinds of acceptance domains. The Voronoï construction
discussed above and applied to the vectors of table I yields a Voronoï polyhedron which
intersects the various planes (K 0, :t 1, ± 2) along decagons ; the corresponding tiling has
therefore decagonal symmetry (as in Henley’s tiling, although it is not Henley’s tiling), but its
packing fraction is quite small (ca. 0.68). In fact we can greatly improve the packing fraction
by employing a modified Voronoï construction as follows : we first take the largest polygonal
acceptance domain in the plane K 0 ; it is evidently the Voronoï decagon (Fig. 5a)
corresponding to the 10 minimal vectors of table 1 for k 0. The largest distance between two
points of this domain is vo = 1.9475... Then we build the largest polygonal acceptance domain
in the plane K = - 1, say, submitted to the condition that the distance between a point of the
domain in K 0 and a point of the domain in K = - 1 be not larger than VI = 1.6572..., i.e.
the limit vectors joining the two domains (from K 0 to K = - 1) are in 5-space of the type
(1-1011). One gets a star (as in Fig. 5b), which breaks the decagonal symmetry. Finally we
construct a polygonal acceptance domain in the plane K
+ 1, with the constraint that the
vectors
between
the
K
=
1
and
the
K
1
+
largest
planes are of the type (00101), i.e. of
The
is
a
=
1.0223...
result
small
length V2
decagon (Fig. 5c). Clearly the constraint of the
same type which exists between planes K
0 and K = - 1 is automatically satisfied.
the
one
finds
no
other
Continuing
process,
polygonal acceptance domain. The total area
obtained in this way is larger than in the non-modified Voronoï procedure. The corresponding
tiling which, as the acceptance domain, has been obtained on a computer, is shown in
figure 6 ; it is made of the same shapes as in Henley’s tiling, but with some major differences.
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

5.
K=+1.

Fig.

-

The asymmetric Voronoï construction of the acceptance domain :

a) K

=

0, b) K = - 1, c)
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Dense tiling with the acceptance domain as in figure 5. The values of K are reported on the
Fig. 6.
different vertices. Note the small number of K + 1 vertices, which are restricted to the centers of the
-

=

stars.

The

i)

tiling

is

asymmetric ;

the stars

fraction

irpa 2 (where

are

«

polarized »,

and

we

have

only

five fold

global

symmetry.

ii)

the

packing

f

=

p

=

5 - 1/2 Ai is

the

density

of

points

in the

i

physical plane (Aj

is the

distance between

points)

area

of the K = i

plane of the acceptance domain) and a the minimal

is :

i.e. is significantly larger than fH. This value has been obtained numerically, by computing
the area of the acceptance domain (this area is proportional to the density of vertices), but we
have checked this value analytically, as discussed below.
iii) The matching rules are different : we have found that the three shapes match in the
tiling if they are arrowed as in figure 7a. It is visible that the splitting of the diamond and the
hexagon into rhombi necessitates a new type of thin rhombus t", different from those used in
the Penrose and in the generalized tilings (Fig. 7b). As we shall see, these matching rules are
not forcing rules. We have not been able to find matching rules which are forcing rules.
iv) The tiling is genuinely self-similar, since it is generated by an acceptance domain [3].
We have represented graphically the result of a deflation resulting of the action of the matrix :

the hypercubic lattice, which transforms any vector basis ej = (,60j, 16lj5
S2j, S3j,
S4j) into ej = (ej - 1 + ej + 1). The hyperplanes K = £xj are transformed to hyperplanes
2 K J. Note that one needs two successive iterations to retrieve the same values of K
(modulo 5), and that the polarization changes sign (K = 0 becomes K = 0 after two
iterations ; K = - 1 becomes K = - 4 = - 5 + 1 i. e. K = + 1 ; K = + 1 becomes
K = 4 = 5 - 1, i.e. K = - 1).
on

=
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7.
Matching rules for the shapes of figure 6. a) The 3 shapes _Y, H and ’a. b) The 3 kinds of thin
rhombi with arrows, which appear in the Penrose tiling (t), the generalized tiling (t), and the present

Fig.

-

tiling (t").

The rules of deflation, which

separated by

and

yield

whose
The

the

deflations,

are

X, nà

3 per

obtained by comparing
follows (see Fig. 8) :

visually

two

computed tilings

k= Ir 4, A 2 = 7’- 4@ ’k3 = 0shapes are the components of the right eigenvectorJÀi)

of the

packing fraction
=

we

are as

TMF

following

eigenvalues
frequencies

and the
star

two

follows

diamond à,

easily, if one notices that there are nz
and nH 2 per hexagon. Hence
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=

5

packing circles per
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Relationship
Fig. 8.
equation (16).
-

The average

shapes

before and after deflation

represented by

the TMF of

being

gets

one

As

area

between

above, the left

AI’ Aa

eigenvector (À1

has components

proportional

to the

shapes’

areas, viz.

and

AH.
now investigate

about the nature of the phason modes [13] in this tiling. We recall
D fundamental modes of fluctuation in an aperiodic crystal obtained by
projection of a strip in dimension D. d of these modes are phonon modes, of course : they can
be geometrically represented by displacements and deformations of the strip which conserve
the acceptance domain. The other D-d modes affect the acceptance domain ; uniform modes
(k 0) are represented by a global shift of the acceptance domain, and in the following we
shall restrict our consideration to these. For the usual Penrose pattern, only 2 of the
remaining D-d modes are true phason modes : they transform the tiling into another tiling
which can be built from the same tiles T and t, with the same matching rules ; the fifth mode is
special, it is geometrically a displacement of the strip along the (11111) direction, and requires
the introduction of new tiles (T’, t’ ) [8]. In all cases, the new tiling differs from the former
one by a set of excitations which can be thought of as local excitations [8, 14]. We have
investigated here the non-phonon modes by considering global motions of the acceptance
domain in the K 0, K = - 1 and K + 1 planes ; these motions mix phasons and the « fifth
mode », which are here inseparable. Figure 9 represents the result of moving laterally the
acceptance domain of figure 5 by a quantity (0, 0.1) along the axes vl, v2. Comparing figure 5
Let us
that there

are

=

=

=
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figure 9, it is easy to realize that the elementary (local) excitations are as picturedin
figure 10. For dense tilings they correspond clearly to very short distance shifts "of atoms. A
remarkable property of this excitation is that it does not require any breaking of the matching
rules, while matching rules are locally broken in a local excitation in the usual Penrose tiling,
where this breaking is healed only by the presence of the other local excitations which build
the new tiling.
and

Fig.

9.

Fig.

10.

-

Dense

-

tiling

after

a

uniform

phase

The structural transformation in

a

shift of the acceptance domain

local excitation

arising during

(0, 0, 1).

a

uniform

phase

shift.

4. Discussion.

Although the tiling of figure 5 cannot represent reality, since it is two-dimensional (in
particular, mechanical stability is not insured and a better model of a dense tiling would
obviously require atoms of a smaller size between the large atoms we have introduced) it leads
us to a number of remarks conceming dense tilings with non-crystallographic symmetries. As
such, it sheds some light one some structural features of disordered systems.
i) This tiling, which is strongly anisotropic (5 fold symmetry) is denser than Henley’s tiling,
which is more isotropic (10 fold symmetry). There are many reasons to believe that the denser
tiling is causally related to anisotropy ; amorphous systems might present the same type of
phenomenon, and we infer from this remark that these local anisotropies might explain the
presence of local directions of easier motion for defects.
ii) At the same time, our dense tiling shows up very large fluctuations of density. One
easily recognizes on figures 5 and 9 that there is a « backbone » of dense objects, formed
especially of stars l:, which is surrounded by a sea of less dense objects, which are primarily
affected by the phason shifts. A global phason shift can be in fact described as some kind of
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flow which occurs outside the backbone, although it peels it off somehow and displaces it to
another position. This might suggest that our tiling models some sort of supercooled liquid,
where atomic flow does not affect the whole structure (as it does in a genuine liquid), but only
part of it. If one believes in this new definition of a supercooled liquid, we can infer that the
supercooled H glass transition is in fact some sort of phase transition in which the backbone
extends by some mechanism which we are not able to describe on a 2-d system of equal atoms,
for the reasons stated above, but which might be more easily studied on a 3-d model.
Note that the « backbone » of Henley’s tiling (Fig. 3b) is disconnected, while ours extends
through all space.
iii) A localized phason mode can be subdivided in several steps, whose simplest is the shift
of the inner atoms of a decagon. Such an excitation is pictured in figure 11, and consists of a
small shift of an atom (by a distance 2 aT-lin 36 ’" 1.1736 a). The matching rules are not
perturbed. It is intriguing to feature such a shift as the structural model of a « two level
system » ; TLSs are well known to be at the origin of the low temperature elastic vibrational
behaviour of amorphous metals and glasses [15], and it has already been suggested that they
occur because of the possibility of small atomic jumps bringing atoms in equivalent positions,
these possible atomic jumps being specific of amorphous systems which have by nature large
fluctuations of density [16, 17].

A local excitation which amounts to
Fig. 11.
the mismatch rules.
-

a

small

displacement of an atom,

without any

change of
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